Storyboard

Original View

1. 10 meters

Camera View From Knight

2. Jump up - Forward flip
   (same spot)

Camera View From Princess

3. Jump up
   (same spot)

Steps:

Original camera view

1. Princess curtsies

2. Jump up - Forward flip
   Land in same spot

Original View

3. Knight bows
   Shake sword
   Land same spot

4. Princess moves toward knight
5. Turn to camera

6. The End

5. Knight jumps over princess
   Curtsey & Bow
**Storyboard**

1. Original camera
2. New camera angle from prince view
3. New camera angle from princess view

---

1. Camera to original position
2. Face camera
3. The End

---

Name: Tyler
Start: Princess & Knight facing each other
Zoom in on each other

Princess curtsies
Knight bows
Does a back flip

Round 2:
Knight jumps in air and waves sword
Move in towards each other
Knight jumps over
Princess turns to face camera & curtsies
objects: crown, boots, scepter, helmet, teeth?

princess + knight in profile

knight P
- curries, forward step
- lung in place, swing

princess P
- knight, jump & shake sword, land, swing

princess profile P
- at x, (k) vault over p
- exchange places

princess frontal P
- k curries & bow
- p bows & curries
- c exchanged saber
Knight + Princess face each other 10 mtrs apart
he holds sword

Knight sees princess
curtsy
jump
do a
flip
land in some spot

Princess sees knight
bow
jump
shake sword

Camera sees princess move
both turn to camera
1/2 way (5 mtrs) he jumps
he bows + she curtsy
over her (10 mtrs) lands in
her spot

at sometime